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RESUMO 

 

Hoje em dia, escoamentos de sistemas multifásicos, compostos por partículas (fase 

dispersa) dispersas no seio de fluidos (fase contínua), possuem inúmeras aplicações e, 

consequentemente, elevada relevância industrial. Neste âmbito, dada a complexidade do 

comportamento daqueles sistemas, a conceção/otimização de processos que os incorporem, é 

beneficiada pela utilização de ferramentas de modelação numérica adequadas. Em sistemas 

fluidos multifásicos, em que as partículas da fase dispersa apresentam uma dimensão muito 

reduzida, não é viável efetuar a simulação direta do escoamento. Nesses casos, é comum 

empregar métodos onde as fases contínua e dispersa são modeladas de forma euleriana e 

lagrangiana, respetivamente. Para tal, são necessários modelos de arrasto, que permitam 

contabilizar a troca de quantidade de movimento entre ambas as fases. Na literatura existem 

modelos de arrasto adequados para sistemas onde a fase contínua integra fluidos newtonianos, 

porém, os equivalentes para fluidos viscoelásticos não estão disponíveis. Os modelos de arrasto 

são normalmente obtidos em estudos do escoamento de fluidos em torno de partículas, que 

devem considerar tanto partículas isoladas como aglomerados das mesmas. Uma outra questão 

que ainda não foi estudada de forma sistemática é a necessidade de considerar a rotação das 

partículas na dedução de modelos de arrasto. 

Neste trabalho realizaram-se estudos de base numérica adequados ao desenvolvimento 

de modelos de arrasto para agregados de partículas esféricas, dispersas no seio de fluidos 

viscoelásticos, onde foi empregue a rotação dessas partículas. Para tal, dado existir a 

necessidade de efetuar um elevado número de estudo numéricos, foram inicialmente 

implementados códigos para criar de forma automática a geometria do sistema, que pode 

integrar tanto partículas individuais como aglomerados das mesmas. Posteriormente, procedeu-

se à verificação da implementação de uma nova condição fronteira, que permite calcular e 

simular a rotação de partículas, a qual foi efetuada para um escoamento de corte de uma única 

partícula no seio de um fluido newtoniano, onde se obtiveram resultados conformes com os 

existentes na literatura. Adicionalmente, a condição fronteira desenvolvida foi testada para uma 

partícula em escoamento no seio de um fluido viscoelástico, do tipo Oldroyd-B, e os resultados 

numéricos obtidos mostraram que a velocidade angular diminui com o aumento da elasticidade, 

em conformidade com os resultados existentes na literatura. Posteriormente, foram efetuados 

estudos numéricos que visaram a obtenção da força de arrasto induzida em partículas, 
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considerando escoamentos com fluidos newtoniano e viscoelástico. Os parâmetros estudados 

foram a fração volumétrica de partículas (4%, 8% e 12%), o número de Deborah (1-4) e a fração 

de viscosidade polimérica (0.25-0.9). Para assegurar a obtenção de dados abrangentes, os 

cálculos foram efetuados com diferentes posições de partículas geradas aleatoriamente. 

Nos estudos com o fluido viscoelástico, do tipo Oldroyd-B, dadas as restrições 

temporais associadas à realização da dissertação de mestrado, não foi possível finalizar todos 

os cálculos necessários à obtenção de conclusões finais. Contudo, o estado atual dos cálculos, 

já permite concluir que a viscoelasticidade apresenta uma influência razoável nos resultados 

obtidos. Com o aumento do número de Deborah, a força de arrasto é maior. O mesmo acontece 

com o rácio de retardação onde, para casos semelhantes, os resultados atuais da simulação com 

rácio igual a 0.75 mostram que a força de arrasto é maior do que no caso com rácio igual a 0.25. 

 

Palavras-Chave: OpenFOAM®, fluído viscoelástico, coeficiente de arrasto, velocidade angular, 

partícula(s) esférica(s). 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Nowadays, the flow of multiphase systems, comprising particles (dispersed phase) 

dispersed in a fluid (continuous phase), have numerous applications and, consequently, high 

industrial relevance. In this context, due to the complexity of the behaviour of those systems, 

the design/optimization of processes that incorporate them, is benefited by the use of 

appropriate numerical modelling tools. In multiphase fluid systems, where the particles of the 

dispersed phase have a very small dimension, it is not feasible to do the direct numerical 

simulation of the flow. In such cases, it is common to employ methods where the continuous 

and dispersed phases are modelled in a Eulerian and Lagrangian way, respectively. For this, 

drag models are required, which allow to account for the exchange of momentum between the 

two phases. In the literature there are suitable drag models for systems where the continuous 

phase comprises Newtonian fluids, but the equivalents for viscoelastic fluids are not available. 

The drag models are usually obtained in studies of the flow of fluids around particles, which 

should consider both isolated and agglomerated particles. Another issue that has not yet been 

studied systematically in the literature is the need to consider particle rotation on the 

development of drag models. 

In this work, numerical based studies were made to develop drag models for spherical 

aggregates dispersed in viscoelastic fluids, including sphere rotation. Having this aims in mind, 

and since there is a need to carry out a large number of numerical studies, scripts were initially 

implemented to automatically create the system geometry, which can integrate both individual 

and clusters of particles. Afterwards, the implementation of a new boundary condition, which 

allows to calculate and model the rotation of particles, was verified in a shear flow for a single 

particle in a Newtonian fluid. Additionally, the developed boundary condition was tested for a 

particle flowing in an Oldroyd-B type viscoelastic fluid, and the numerical results obtained 

showed that the angular velocity decreases with increasing elasticity, which is in accordance 

with the results found in literature. Subsequently, numerical studies were carried out to obtain 

the drag force induced by particles, considering flows with Newtonian and viscoelastic fluids. 

The parameters studied were the volumetric fraction of particles (4%, 8% and 12%), the 

Deborah number (1-4) and the polymeric viscosity fraction (retardation ratio) (0.25-0.9). To 

ensure comprehensive data collection, calculations were performed with different, randomly 

generated, particle positions. 
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In the Oldroyd-B viscoelastic fluid studies, given the time constraints associated with the 

completion of the master's thesis, it was not possible to finalize all the calculations required to 

obtain final conclusions However, the current state of the calculations already allows to 

conclude that the viscoelasticity presents a reasonable influence on the obtained results. As the 

Deborah number increases, the total drag acting on spheres seems to increase. The same is true 

for the retardation ratio where, for similar cases, the current simulation results with a ratio of 

0.75 show that the total drag acting on the spheres is substantially higher than the calculated 

drag of the simulation with a ratio of 0.25.  

 

 

 

KEYWORDS: OPENFOAM®, VISCOELASTIC FLUID, DRAG COEFFICIENT, ANGULAR VELOCITY, 

SPHERICAL PARTICLE 
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The flow of particle-laden complex fluids is a ubiquitous problem in advanced 

manufacturing operations, comprising the polymer processing of highly-filled viscoelastic 

melts and elastomers [1], the processing of semi-solid conductive flow battery slurries [2], 

hydraulic fracturing operations using solids-filled muds and slurries [3], the flow-induced 

migration of circulating cancer cells in biopolymeric media such as blood [4], among several 

others. Energy generation and pharmaceutical processing are other areas where the transport 

properties of particle-laden flows have also a significant industrial relevance [5].  

In many ways, developing robust and accurate tools to simulate such behaviours may 

be viewed as an unsolved Grand Challenge in Fluid Dynamics, involving the effects of 

nonlinear material rheology, fluid inertia, elasticity, flow-unsteadiness, many-body effects plus 

complex multi-connected and evolving computational domains [6]. Consequently, when 

dealing with such complex fluid/solid multiphase systems, design and optimization are 

challenging tasks for key decision makers, and the availability of comprehensive simulation 

tools, with quantified and validated capabilities can play a major role. These tools should 

facilitate enhanced understanding about the manufacturing process of interest and, thus, guide 

optimization efforts and the increase of product competitiveness. Computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) is in fact the best way to find out the influence of many physical and chemical properties 

on a “real world” problem with the advantage of allowing significant saves on resources and 

time [7].  

In a multiphase complex fluid, the presence of a cloud of particles in the suspending 

matrix liquid dramatically changes the transmission of stress by the bulk ambient fluid, and 

varies the rate at which the constituents of the mixture exchange momentum. According to the 

response of such fluids to external forces, e.g. shearing forces or imposed torques, their 

behaviour is broadly categorized as ‘non-Newtonian’. When particles are suspended in a 

viscoelastic matrix fluid (e.g. a polymer solution or polymer melt), the problem becomes even 

more challenging, because the base fluid may shear thin or shear thicken as well as exhibit 

elasticity and yield stress attributes [8]. As we have noted above, understanding and predicting 

both the bulk/macro-scale and particle-level behaviours of these complex multiphase 

suspensions, is of critical importance for a wide variety of industrial fluid processes [9].  

This thesis describes a numerical based work on the drag forces on spherical particles 

in inelastic and viscoelastic media, aiming to improve our understanding of features like the 

influence of viscoelasticity on a single particle rotation. The novelty of this work is to produce 

the numerical data needed to allow for the derivation of a new drag models for spherical 

particles dispersed in viscoelastic fluids which take into account the particles rotation. All the 
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performed numerical calculations and developed numerical tools were undertaken in 

OpenFOAM® framework, an open source computational library [10-12]. In this chapter, drag 

models for single spherical particle and for systems of multi sphere particles in Newtonian and 

viscoelastic fluids recommended by other authors are reviewed.  

 

1.1 State-of-art 

 

Hydrodynamic forces, such as drag, are very important to understand the flow of 

particles embedded in a fluid [13]. When a solid particle flows in a liquid medium, momentum 

is exchanged between the particles and the fluid. Drag forces, on the particles, act opposite to 

the flow direction in moving spheres (see Fig. 1). Properties of solid particle suspensions 

depend on the fillers parameters (size and shape), the concentration, and, of course, of the 

suspending fluid properties. In this work, to understand the most relevant phenomena occurring 

in this kind of systems, only spherical particles are studied.  

 

 

Figure 1- Drag force acting on (a) stationary and (b) moving spheres [14] 

 

1.1.1 Drag models for a spherical particle in a Newtonian medium 

 

Some models that predict drag forces on spheres in Newtonian mediums will be 

presented here. In general, they agree with experimental observations for low Re and low 

particle volume fractions.  
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The calculation of the drag coefficient is not a simple issue since it varies with the 

Reynolds number (Re) [15]. When Re is close to zero it is possible to use Stokes formula to 

calculate the drag coefficient of a sphere [16]. Stokes neglected the inertia contribution in the 

Navier-Stokes equations and obtained the following equation for the steady-state drag force (F) 

of a sphere embedded in an unbounded Newtonian fluid: 

 

𝐹 = 3𝜋µ𝑈𝑑 (1) 

 

where µ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, U is the fluid average velocity and d the sphere diameter. 

This is one of the few exact results for the drag force, known as Stokes-Einstein equation [17]. 

Additionally, it is common to express the Stokes drag force in terms of a drag coefficient [18] 

as: 

  

𝐶𝐷 =
𝐹

(
1
2) 𝜌𝑈2𝜋 (

𝑑
2)

2

   

=  
3𝜋µ𝑈𝑑

(
1
2) 𝜌𝑈2𝜋 (

𝑑
2)

2 =  
24

𝑅𝑒
 

(2) 

 

with Re = (ρUd)/µ, where ρ is the fluid density. That relation is valid only for low Re, as 

illustrated in Fig.2: 

 

 

Figure 2 - Drag coefficient of a sphere as a  function of Re [14].  

 

Later, Oseen included the inertia terms of the Navier-Stokes equations in a linearized 

form. The aim was to obtain results that depend on the wake region behind the sphere instead 
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of the symmetrical streamlines assumed by the Stokes equation, obtaining the following 

relation [18]: 

 

𝐶𝐷 =
24

𝑅𝑒
 (1 +

3

16
𝑅𝑒) (3) 

 

Higher order approximations can also be found in the literature. For instance, Goldstein 

[19] proposed the following equation that is able to calculate the drag force with better accuracy 

for Re < 2:  

 

𝐶𝐷 =
24

𝑅𝑒
{1 +

3

16
𝑅𝑒 −

19

1280
𝑅𝑒2 +

71

20480
𝑅𝑒3 −

30179

34406400
𝑅𝑒4 +

122519

560742400
𝑅𝑒5 − ⋯} (4) 

 

Clift [20] predicted the drag coefficient for a large range of Re, and with a lower error 

when compared with experimental data [21]. Despite that, the approach proposed in Clift uses 

seven different equations for different Re ranges (Eq. 5 to Eq. 11), which can be seen as a 

disadvantage [21].  

 

𝐶𝐷 =
24

𝑅𝑒
+

3

16
 , for Re < 0.01 (5) 

𝐶𝐷 =
24

𝑅𝑒
(1 + 0.1315 𝑅𝑒0.82−0.05𝑤) for 0.01 ≤ Re ≤ 20          (6) 

𝐶𝐷 =
24

𝑅𝑒
(1 + 0.1935 𝑅𝑒0.6305) for 20 ≤ Re ≤ 260 (7) 

log 𝐶D = 1.6435 − 1.1242𝑤 + 0.1558𝑤2 for 260 ≤ Re ≤ 1500 (8) 

log 𝐶𝐷 = −2.4571 + 2.5558𝑤 − 0.9295𝑤2 + 0.1049𝑤3for 1500 ≤ Re ≤ 12000 (9) 

log 𝐶𝐷 = −1.9181 + 0.6370𝑤 − 0.0636𝑤2 for 12000 ≤ Re ≤ 4.4×104 (10) 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐶𝐷 = −4.3390 + 1.5809𝑤 − 0.1546𝑤2 for 4.4×104 ≤ Re ≤ 3.38×105 (11) 

 

where w = log Re. 

 

Turton and Levenspiel [22] derived theoretically a simplest equation (Eq. 12) that fits 

all Clift´s equations [21].  

 

𝐶𝐷 =
24

𝑅𝑒
(1 + 0.173𝑅𝑒0.657) +

0.413

(1 + 16300𝑅𝑒−1.09)
 (12) 
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1.1.2 Drag models for spherical particles clusters in a Newtonian medium 

 

After addressing the drag on a single spherical particle is interesting to understand which 

are the main differences when dealing with particle clusters, where the drag coefficient of one 

particle is affected, at least, by its neighbours. In general, the main procedure employed in 

previous studies was to add a new correction term to the single sphere drag coefficient presented 

before. That term is a function of the particle volume fraction in the system. Batchelor [23] 

studied the influence of the interactions between randomly positioned spherical particles on the 

drag coefficient and the following relation for that coefficient was obtained:   

 

𝐶𝐷 =
𝑐

1 − 6.55 ∗ (1 − 𝑐)
 (13) 

 

where c is the particle volume fraction. This equation is valid for very low particle volume 

fraction (less than 10%) [24].  

Additionally, at low Reynolds numbers, simulations reported in Hill et al. [25] proved 

that the dimensionless drag force (defined in their work as the average drag force on the spheres 

divided by Eq. 1) increases linearly with Re2. Hence, that total dimensionless drag coefficient 

was expressed in the following way:   

 

𝐶𝐷 = 𝐹0 + F1Re2 (14) 

 

where F0 and F1 (that can be calculated using Eqs. 15-19) are, respectively, the Stokes and the 

inertial contributions to the drag. Benyahia et al. [26] point that Koch and Sangani [27] equation 

(Eq. 15) fit with accuracy the Stokes contribution for the drag at low values of particle volume 

fraction, using the data provided in Hill et al. [25] (Table 1 of their paper, shown in Appendix 

1). The relation provided in Koch and Sangani [27] was the following: 

 

𝐹0 = (1 − 𝑤)
1 + 3√

𝑐
2 + (

135
64 ) 𝑐 𝑙𝑛(𝑐) + 17.14𝑐

1 + 0.681𝑐 − 8.48𝑐2 + 8.16𝑐3
+ 𝑤 [10 (

𝑐

(1 − 𝑐)3
)] 

(15) 
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where 𝑤 = 𝑒(−
10(0.4−𝑐)

𝑐
)
. This equation is valid for 0.01≤ c ≤0.4, but for c ≥ 0.4, Benyahia et al. 

[26] recommend the Carman relation [28]: 

 

𝐹0 = 10
𝑐

(1 − 𝑐)3
 (16) 

 

Regarding the inertial contribution to drag force (F1), Benyahia et al. [26] uses, for 

particle volume fraction between 0.01 and 0.1, the Kaneda’s theory [29]: 

 

𝐹1 =

√2
𝑐

40
 

(17) 

 

Hill et al. [25] added some corrections to Kaneda’s theory to fit their experimental data with 

more accuracy: 

𝐹1 =

√2
𝑐

40
− 0.182 + 1.01√𝑐 

(18) 

 

For particle volume fractions above 0.1, the inertial contribution according to both authors 

[25][26] is given by: 

 

𝐹1 = 0.11 + 0.00051exp(11.6𝑐) (19) 

 

For higher Re, (Eq. 25 stablishes the limit between low and high Re) CD is linearly dependent 

of Re, instead of Re2, and the dimensionless drag force can be expressed as: 

 

𝐶𝐷 = 𝐹2 + 𝐹3𝑅𝑒 (20) 

 

Benyahia et al. [25] obtained expressions for F2 and F3 from the numerical based studies 

provided in Hill et al. [30]. For F2, the expression is, as follow: 
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𝐹2 = (1 − 𝑤)
1 + 3√(

𝑐
2) + (

135
64 ) 𝑐 ln(𝑐) + 17.89𝑐

1 + 0.681𝑐 − 11.03𝑐2 + 15.41𝑐3
+ 𝑤 [10 (

𝑐

(1 − 𝑐)3
)] 

(21) 

 

which is valid for particle volume fractions below c<0.4. For higher particle volume fractions 

(c>0.4), the Carman relation [28], above mentioned for the low Re case is used. Regarding F3, 

the expression becomes one of the followings, depending on the particle volume fraction: 

 

𝐹3 = 0.9351𝑐 + 0.03667 for c < 0.0953             (22) 

𝐹3 =
0.0673+0.212𝑐+0.0232

(1−𝑐)5
 for c ≥ 0.0953             (23) 

 

As we can see above, there are different ways to calculate the drag coefficient, 

depending on if we are dealing with high or low Re flows. To stablish the limit between low 

and high Re, Benyahia et al. [25] suggested to use Eq. 14 and Eq. 20 to get a value for the 

transition Re: 

 

𝐶𝐷 = 𝐹0 + 𝐹1 ∗ 𝑅𝑒2 = 𝐹2 + 𝐹3 ∗ 𝑅𝑒 (24) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐹3 + √𝐹3

2 − 4 ∗ 𝐹1 ∗ (𝐹0 − 𝐹2)

2 ∗ 𝐹1
 (25) 

 

Faroughi and Huber [31] presented a model to predict the local interaction of a particle 

(can be liquid, deformable, or solid, e.g., non-deformable particles) with neighbours based on 

two corrections terms on drag coefficient. They proposed the following equation for the drag 

force acting on a single sphere, 𝐷(𝑐), in a multi sphere viscous system:  

 

𝐷(𝑐)

𝐷
=  𝑓𝑐𝑑(𝑐, 𝑧) 𝑓𝜇𝑓(𝑐, 𝑧)

𝑈𝑐(𝑐, 𝑧)

𝑈𝑡
 (26) 

 

where D is the drag force acting on a single spherical particle moving in a quiescent fluid 

(Stokes drag force, Eq. 1), Ut is the relative velocity between that single sphere and the fluid, z 

is the ratio of the shear viscosity of the dispersed phase to that of the continuous phase, Uc 

represents the averaged relative velocity between particles and fluid and 𝑓𝑐𝑑and 𝑓𝜇𝑓are 

correction terms. The first term (𝑓𝑐𝑑) is a local correction on the drag coefficient and the second 
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one (𝑓𝜇𝑓) represents the viscosity of the continuous phase due to the presence of neighbour 

particles in the suspension.  

Following Faroughi and Huber [31] proposal, the first correction term (𝑓𝑐𝑑) should be 

divided into two: one accounting the effect of the return flow caused by the neighbours in the 

normal plane to the flux direction (𝑓𝑁
𝑐𝑑) and the other one considers the acceleration of particles 

associated to leading and trailing particles through a short range viscous interaction (𝑓𝐼
𝑐𝑑).  

 

 

Figure 3- Drag force on aligned spherical particles [31]. 

 

Regarding the correction for the return flow (𝑓𝑁
𝑐𝑑), as the distance between two particles in Fig. 

3, 2R, becomes smaller, its intensity is bigger and the velocity of particles is reduced (higher 

drag). The expressions for the correction factors are the followings: 

 

 

𝑓𝑁
𝑐𝑑(𝑐, 𝑧) = (1 −

𝛽

2
(

𝑐

𝑐𝑚
)

1/3 2 + 3𝑧

1 + 𝑧
+

𝛽3

2
(

𝑐

𝑐𝑚
) (

𝑧

1 + 𝑧
))

−1

   (27) 

 

𝑓𝐼
𝑐𝑑(𝑐, 𝑧) =  1 −

1

2
((

2 + 3𝑧

1 + 𝑧
) − 1) (

𝑐

𝑐𝑚
) (28) 

 

where β is a geometrical proportionality constant equal to 0.45 and cm is the maximum close 

packing volume fraction. 
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1.1.3 Particle hydrodynamics in viscoelastic medium 

 

In what concerns to studies on drag flows of spheres in viscoelastic fluids, the works 

available in the literature are very scarce. Most of them covering just the sedimentation of a 

single free sphere. Housiadas and Tanner [32] studied, analytically, the sedimentation of a 

sphere in a viscoelastic fluid (creeping flow), by presenting a high order analytical solution. 

Based on his studies, as De increases, the velocity decays, mainly at De close to, or larger than 

1. The effect of viscoelasticity is larger near the sphere, and it is weak far from it. The results 

show that there is a decrease of drag force as De decreases. For De higher than approximately 

1, a drag enhancement is observed (see Fig.4). 

 

  

 

Figure 4- Normalized drag force as a function of De using OB (ε=0) and PTT (ε=0.05) models for (a) ηp=0.4 and (b) ηp=0.8, 

where ηp is the zero shear rate viscosity of the polymer [32]. 
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Padhy et al. [33] also got similar results (Fig. 5) after studying numerically the 

sedimentation of a sphere in a viscoelastic fluid, for a Boger fluid flowing in a tube. Here, the 

normalized drag coefficient (previously defined in this work as 𝐶𝐷) is given by: KVE/KN, where 

KVE is the viscoelastic drag coefficient, defined as follows: 

 

𝐾𝑉𝐸 =
𝐹𝑆𝑃

(µ𝑃 + µ𝑆)𝑈
𝑑
2  

 (29) 

 

where FSP is the force experienced by the sphere when it is moving and µP and µS are the 

polymer and solvent contributions to the viscosity, respectively. KN is the Newtonian drag, 

which is equal to 6πq, where q is a correction factor with value 1.93. The Weissenberg number 

(Wi) is here defined as the fluid relaxation time multiplied by the flow shear rate. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Dimensionless drag coefficient as a function of Wi [33]. 

 

In the same work [33], the authors concluded that an imposed shear flow reduces the sphere 

settling rate. For Wi higher than 1, there is an increase in drag with the increase of Wi, which, 

according them, is caused by viscous stresses. 

With similar purposes, but considering a cylinder instead of a sphere, Goyal and 

Derksen [34] studied the drag force in a two-dimensional flow, for an Oldroyd-B (OB) fluid 

using numerical simulations, as illustrated in Fig. 6.  
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Figure 6 - Goyal and Derksen [34] drag study configuration. 

 

As shown in Fig.7, the studies reported in Goyal and Derksen [34], allowed to conclude that 

the drag coefficient decreases until De equals 0.6 and then increases in a soft way until De equal 

to 1. De is here defined as λU/d. The results are compared with the ones obtained by Alves et 

al. [35]. 

 

 

 

Figure 7 - Drag coefficient as a function of De for the Oldroyd-B flow around a planar confined cylinder [34]. 

 

As stated above, almost all works done are focused on a single particle. With respect to 

the drag of a cluster of random positioning spherical particles in viscoelastic media there is a 

gap in the literature. This work aimed to provide additional contributions in this area. 
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1.1.4 Rotation of spherical particles in drag flows 

 

Non-Newtonian properties like shear-thinning, elongational thickening, first and second 

normal stresses may significantly change the microstructure in flowing suspensions [36]. In a 

Newtonian fluid, under a shear flow, the angular velocity of a single non-Brownian spherical 

particle, under absence of inertia and gravity, is given by [37]:  

 

𝜔 =
�̇�

2
 (30) 

 

where �̇� is the shear rate. At small De (close to zero), the angular velocity of a sphere is almost 

the same as in the Newtonian case, as can be seen in the results obtained by Snijkers et al. [37], 

illustrated in Fig. 8.  

 

 

 

Figure 8 – Sphere normalized angular velocity as a function of Wi. WMS – wormlike micellar surfactant ST- Shear thinning 

fluid, BF-Boger fluid, exp- Experimental measurements, GSK- Giesekus numerical model (adapted from Snijkers et al. [37]) 

 

Snijkers et al. [37] studied, numerically, the effect of Wi on the angular velocity of a 

sphere in a viscoelastic fluid, under shear flow (see Fig. 8). They concluded that as elasticity 

increases, the rotation speed decreases for the three different fluids tested: Boger fluid, shear 

thickening fluid and wormlike micellar surfactant. The numerical results are also in good 

agreement with the experimental data, as can be seen in Fig. 8. 

Goyal and Derksen [34], studied numerically the rotation of a sphere in a shear flow 

surrounded by an OB fluid with viscosity ratio of 0.5. This ratio is defined as the ratio of solvent 
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viscosity by the total viscosity, which means that for a value of 0.5 solvent and polymeric 

viscosities are equal. Re was set as being 0.1 and the specific gravity of the sphere 2.5 times the 

specific gravity of the fluid. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 9 and are similar to the ones 

obtained by Snijkers et al. [37]. 

 

 

 

Figure 9 - Angular velocity of a sphere as a function of De [34]. 

 

Two more similar works can be found in the literature with almost the same conclusions 

but using different approaches. One is based on numerical simulations [38] and the other in 

experimental work [39]. Housiadas and Tanner proved, analytically, that the rotation of a sphere 

decreases with increasing elasticity [40].  

 

1.2  Objectives 

 

Based on the state-of-the art presented in Section 1.1, it is possible to conclude that, 

instead of the amount of existing drag models for Newtonian flows, the models available in the 

literature for viscoelastic flows are scarce and they basically only consider single sphere 

sedimentation cases. 

This work is integrated in a broader cooperation project between the University of 

Minho and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which aims the development of 

computational codes that are able to simulate the flow of complex fluid suspensions based on 

the Eulerian-Lagrangian multi-phase model and multiple stabilization methods. This model will 
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integrate multiple non-Brownian particles as a discrete material phase, embedded in 

viscoelastic fluids, which is treated as a continuum phase. The model will be developed with 

the support of the OpenFOAM® computational library, an open source numerical package 

based on the finite-volume method.  

For modelling purposes, proper drag models, which take into account the most relevant 

flow parameters (e.g. polymer viscosity ratio, Deborah number, particle density etc.), must be 

devised. That models should follow a Eulerian-Lagrangian approach instead of DNS (direct 

numerical simulations) once the computational cost is substantially inferior. Other members of 

the research team are involved on the development of detailed models for single particle flows 

in viscoelastic fluids. The work to be performed in this MSc project aims to perform the 

numerical studies that are appropriate to obtain correction factors for the single particle drag 

models, for flows involving multiple particles. Before exploring the viscoelastic case, the 

Newtonian case will be approached, mainly for assessment of the methodologies employed. 

The model which is pursued comprises also the novelty of considering rotation of the 

dispersed particles. Consequently, initially the sphere rotation will be addressed and validated 

for Newtonian fluids and, subsequently extended for viscoelastic fluids. Lastly, the numerical 

simulations of random particle arrays in Newtonian or viscoelastic (Oldroyd-B) fluids are 

addressed, and the results obtained aimed to be used in the future to develop new drag models.    

 

1.3  Thesis structure 

 

This MSc thesis contents are organized as follows. Chapter 1 presented the state-of-the-

art related to particulate flows under Newtonian or viscoelastic fluids and the main objectives 

of the work. In Chapter 2 the description of the OpenFOAM® computational library, will be 

given, namely mesh generators, solvers, post-processing utilities and boundary conditions. 

Additionally, the equations governing the fluid flow are presented. Chapter 3 describes the 

methods developed in this work to accomplish the proposed objectives, including the geometry 

generator, the new boundary condition implemented for the calculation of the spheres angular 

velocity, drag coefficient and mean fluid velocity used to calculate the drag force. In Chapter 

4, the setup of the case studies is presented and in Chapter 5 the results obtained are given and 

discussed. Finally, Chapter 6 provides the main conclusions of the work and in chapter 7 are 

proposed topics for the continuation of the work. 
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2. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK
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OpenFOAM® (Open source Field Operation And Manipulation) is an open source 

computational fluid dynamics C++ library, which is capable to simulate real life engineering 

problems with accuracy, by solving numerically systems of differential equations. Heat 

transfer, flow of complex fluids, turbulent and laminar flows, multiphase flows and flow in 

porous media are just some of many features provided with this open source computational 

library. Moreover, OpenFOAM® can be programmed to expand its modelling capabilities. 

OpenFOAM® is able to export result files compatible with a post-processing open source tool, 

named Paraview [41].  

Fig. 10 shows the main steps which are considered in a typical numerical case study.  

 

 

 

Figure 10 - Steps of a typical numerical problem. 

 

 First, the computational domain can be obtained from a CAD software or it can be 

generated in an OpenFOAM® utility named blockMesh. Then, a mesh must be generated in the 

computational domain. A mesh is a decomposition of the computational domain into small 

parts, designated by cells, in which the conservation of the governing equations is enforced. 

Generally, a mesh can have between a few thousands to several million cells. The differential 

equations are solved in each cell, which means that the simulation time and, in general, the 
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results accuracy will increase with the number of cells. Depending on the problem we are 

dealing with, a suitable numerical approach must be selected. The proper governing equations 

and the suitable numerical method to solve them have a huge importance. The simulation setup 

of an OpenFOAM® case contains three main folders, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The system folder 

incorporates a minimum of three files: controlDict, fvSchemes and fvSolution. The controlDict 

file is where we define the simulation start and end time, the time step, the times to write the 

output, etc. The discretisation schemes for the governing equations can be found in fvSchemes, 

while fvSolution contains the specifications of the solvers for the linear equations systems, and 

parameters related to the method used to solve all the involved equations (SIMPLE, PISO, 

PIMPLE, etc.). The constant folder, generally accommodates the mesh and a file that allows 

the user to change specific flow properties. Finally, the time folders store the simulation results 

at different times, depending on the pre-defined parameters writeControl and writeInterval 

defined in controlDict file. The name of each subfolder is the corresponding instant time [42]. 

Initially, the only time folder is the initial time called 0. There we define the boundary 

conditions and the initial values of the fields to be solved (e.g. pressure, temperature, velocity, 

etc.) [43]. 

 

 

Figure 11 - Setup of an OpenFOAM® case. 
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2.1  Geometry and Patches 

 

A typical computer fluid dynamics problem starts with the geometry definition, usually 

in a CAD software. In the geometry, the boundaries are identified as patches. The user must 

choose the name for each patch, which should be suggestive to reduce the chances of any 

mistake. For instance, if the computational domain is a box, there will be six patches. In Fig. 

12 is illustrated a geometry with the shape of a box and its correspondent six patches: Top, 

Bottom, Front, Back, Inlet and Outlet. There are several types of patches, but the most relevant 

are: patch (commonly used in inlet and outlet patches and does not contain information about 

the mesh); wall (patches that correspond to a physical wall in a real problem) and 

symmetryPlane (planar symmetry plane patch). 

 

 

Figure 12 - Example of an OpenFOAM® geometry and patches definition. 

 

2.2   Boundary conditions 

 

Boundary conditions are defined in the field files that are inside time folders. Each patch 

has its own boundary condition, for each flow variable. The boundary conditions type and its 

value is defined in a list called boundaryField, as shown in Fig. 13. 
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Figure 13 - Example of an OpenFOAM® boundary condition definition. 

 

 

There are several boundary conditions available in OpenFOAM®, but the most 

commonly used are: fixedValue, zeroGradient and fixedGradient. The fixedValue boundary 

condition corresponds to a Dirichlet type, which means that we are imposing a value of a 

property in the patch. zeroGradient is used to impose a normal gradient of a property equal to 

zero, but with fixedGradient we can define another gradient value. These last two boundary 

conditions are of Neumann type because the gradient of a field is imposed. Derived types of 

these boundary conditions can be found in the code, for instance time-varying which are useful 

when the goal is to have different behaviours depending on a time function [42]. In this work a 

special focus will be given to a specific boundary condition, named cyclic, that threats two 

patches like they are physically connected.  The objective in this thesis is to use cyclic boundary 

conditions to avoid wall effects, once the geometry becomes infinite in the direction which that 

boundary condition is defined.  The flow variables involved in this work are: U, p and tau. U is 

related to the velocity, p to pressure and tau accounts to the extra stress tensor (used in the 

viscoelastic case studies, see Chapter 4). 

 

2.3  Mesh generation 

 

2.3.1 blockMesh 

 

OpenFOAM® has a built-in mesh generator called blockMesh utility, which is mainly 

used for elementary geometries. This utility creates simple block based hexahedral meshes. The 

edges of the blocks can be straight lines, arcs or splines. Generally, every block has eight 
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vertices in the corner of the hexahedron. All the required information for the mesh generation 

is inside a blockMeshDict file. This file is inside system or contant/polyMesh directory of the 

case, depending on the OpenFOAM® version. The first parameter to be detailed in the 

blockMeshDict is convertToMeters, and it is where geometry dimensions scale factor is defined. 

After that, the geometry vertices coordinates are given as a list, starting from vertex 0 to the 

final vertex [44]. An example of these definitions can be seen in Fig.14. 

 

 

 

Figure 14 – Example of vertex definition with blockMesh. 

 

In this example the minimum values of the coordinates x, y and z are -0.15, -0.04 and -0.04 

respectively, while the maximum values are 0.15, 0.04 and 0.04. An important list is named 

blocks. This list carries the vertices that form the block (vertices must be ordered in a way that 

obey the right-hand rule).  

In Fig. 15, we have eight ordered vertices: 0, 1, 2 and 3 form a plane, and the same 

happens with 4, 5, 6 and 7. Besides that, we have two more entries. The first one (30 16 16) 

defines the number of cells in x, y and z directions. The second one, simpleGrading (1 1 1), 

defines the cell expansion ratio in each direction, which means that we can have different cell 

sizes along each axis. The geometry boundaries are presented in a list called boundary. Here, 

the patches must be named by the user. Additionally, the type of patch must be specified. An 

example can be seen in Fig. 16. The patches faces must be ordered following the right-hand 

rule (finger in the normal direction to the face plane). To run this mesh generator the user must 

type the command blockMesh in the terminal.   
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Figure 15 - Example of a block generation with blockMesh. 

 

 

 

Figure 16 - Example of patch definition inside blockMeshDict file. 

 

2.3.2 snappyHexMesh 

 

snappyHexMesh is generally used as a 3D mesh generator but, despite of that, the user 

can create 2D meshes by setting a single cell on one of the directions. Before executing 

snappyHexMesh the user must create a background mesh of hexahedral cells that evolves the 

main domain, generally built with blockMesh. The domain inside the base mesh is given by the 

user in form of an STL or Nastran file and must be placed inside a folder called triSurface inside 

constant main folder. The STL/Nastran file can be obtained from a CAD tool software. After 

defining the desired geometry, the user is able to start creating the mesh. All the volume and 

surface refinements are done in reference to the background or base mesh and the goal is to 

mesh a region surrounding an object described by an STL/Nastran file and remove unused cells 
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[45]. The mesh settings can be changed in a file named snappyHexMeshDict, located in the 

system directory of the case, where more than seventy parameters can be controlled, so it can 

be quite tricky for users with no experience to get a good mesh at the initial trials. 

Three steps can be done with snappyHexMesh: castellatedMesh, snap and addLayers. 

They can be activated/deactivated using keywords false or true in the header (see Fig.17). If we 

are using an STL or Nastran file, its name must be indicated in the geometry section as the same 

happens if we are using simple geometries. All patches must be well identified in a list called 

geometry (see Fig. 18). 

 

 

Figure 17 - Header of snappyHexMeshDict file. 

 

 

 

Figure 18 - Geometry list in snappyHexMeshDict file. 

 

The user can define one or more specific zones of refinement regarding the background 

mesh. For instance, it is possible to define a volume with the shape of a box where the cells are 

smaller than the ones of the background mesh, as can be seen in Fig. 19. 
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Figure 19 - Example of a refinement zone defined with snappyHexMeshDict file. 

 

Cell splitting is achieved due to the specification given by the user in the 

castellatedMeshControls sub-dictionary. The second stage, denominated snapping, projects the 

patch faces onto the surface geometry.  

Here the number of iterations of patch points before projection to the surface, the scaling of the 

maximum edge length for attraction to the surface, the number of smoothing interactions 

applied to snapped displacement field and the scaling back iterations for error reduction, are 

specified (see Fig. 20).  

 

 

Figure 20 - Snap controls with snappyHexMeshDict file. 

 

The third stage is useful to add boundary layers to the patches. In addLayersControls, 

inside snappyHexMeshDict file, the most important settings are the number of layers, its 

thickness and the expansion ratio between them (see Fig. 21). The command to run this mesh 

generator is snappyHexMesh. 
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Figure 21 – addLayersControls in snappyHexMeshDict file 

 

2.3.3 cfMesh 

 

Unlike snappyHexMesh, in cfMesh there is no need to create a base mesh with 

blockMesh. The dictionary where users can define the mesh parameters is called meshDict 

(located in the case system directory). Inside meshDict the user must identify the STL file, the 

maximum cell size and the minimum cell size (see example in Fig. 22). These three parameters 

are mandatory. 

 

 

Figure 22 - Geometry identification and minimum and maximum cell sizes in cfMesh file. 

 

It is possible to apply different refinement for different patches. To do this, the patches 

must be identified in a list named localRefinement as well as its cells size, as it is shown in Fig. 

23. 
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Figure 23 - Example of patch refinement with cfMesh file. 

 

Also, we can refine zones between patches, for example implementing a refinement box 

or sphere (see example in Fig. 24). 

 

 

Figure 24 - Object refinement with cfMesh file. 

 

Boundary layers can be added to the patches, as we can see in Fig. 25. They are useful 

because sometimes the patches surface is known to present high gradients of the flow variables. 

The user should specify the number of layers, the thickness ratio between them and the 

maximum first layer thickness. 

 

 

Figure 25 - Boundary layers definition with cfMesh file. 
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Notice that only the most important parameters of the mesh generators were discussed.  

Detailed information about mesh generation (including tutorial cases) can be found on the 

website http://wiki.openfoam.com/Main_Page. 

 

2.4  Physical solvers 

 

There are dozens of solvers in OpenFOAM® libraries. Solvers contain the equations and 

algorithms to solve a problem. The user should choose the solver that fits better his problem. 

The simplest OpenFOAM® solvers are: scalarTransportFoam and laplacianFoam. The first 

one solves the passive scalar transport equation while the second solves Laplacian equations 

for a scalar. Beyond those solvers, we can find others for incompressible and compressible 

flows, multiphase flows, combustion, heat transfer, particle tracking flows, electromagnetic 

applications, etc [44]. OpenFOAM® has the advantage of giving the users the possibility to 

create their own solvers. Experienced users with advanced programming, mathematical, 

physics and chemical knowledge are able to solve even the most complex engineering 

problems. 

In this work, the most relevant solvers to be used are: icoFoam, which solves problems 

regarding transient laminar flows of incompressible Newtonian fluids (used to calculate the 

spheres rotation in Newtonian fluids), and viscoelasticFluidFoam, that solves transient laminar 

flows of incompressible viscoelastic fluids. The last has some implemented viscoelastic 

models, like OB and Giesekus, among others. The equations which are solved by the icoFoam 

solver in a segregated fashion using the PISO algorithm [46], are the conservation of mass and 

linear momentum given by: 

 

𝛁 . 𝐮 = 0 (31) 

 

∂𝐮

∂t
  +  𝛁 ·  (𝐮𝐮)  −  𝛁 ·  (ν 𝛁 𝐮)  =  −∇𝑃 (32) 

 

where P is the modified pressure (pressure divided by the density, p/ρ), t is the time, ν is the 

kinematic viscosity and u is the velocity vector. The viscoelasticFluidFoam solver, originally 

developed by Favero [47], includes the following equations when the OB model is applied: 
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𝛁 . 𝐮 = 0 (33) 

 

𝜌 ( 
∂𝐮

∂t
  +  𝐮 ·  𝛁𝐮 )  −  𝛁 ·  [(𝜂𝑠  +  𝜂𝑝)𝛁𝐮]  =  −𝛁𝑝 −  𝛁 ·   (𝜂𝑝𝛁𝐮)  +  𝛁 ·  𝛕 +  𝐟 (34) 

 

𝝉 +  𝜆 (  
𝜕𝛕

𝜕𝑡
 +  𝐮 ·  𝛁𝛕 −  𝛕 ·  𝛁𝐮 −  𝛁𝐮𝐓   ·  𝛕 )  =  𝜂𝑝 (𝛁𝐮 +  𝛁𝐮𝐓) (35) 

 

where u is the velocity vector, t is the time, p is the pressure, τ is the polymeric contribution to 

the extra-stress tensor, f represents any external forcing per unit volume, ρ is the fluid density, 

ηs is the solvent viscosity, ηp is the polymeric viscosity and λ is the relaxation time. In Eq. (34) 

a new numerical stabilization approach, called iBSD [48], was used to prevent checkerboard 

patterns between velocity and extra-stress tensor fields.  

 

2.5  Parallel computations 

 

OpenFOAM® has a feature that allows users to run faster simulations. It is called parallel 

running. It means that the generation of a mesh or even a simulation can be run in more than 

one computer processor. Depending on the computer that we are using and its processors 

number, this feature can save CPU time. There is a specific dictionary for parallel running called 

decomposeParDict and is located inside system folder. There it is possible to specify how many 

processors will be used for the calculations. The command to run in parallel is: mpirun –np 

(number of processors) (application name) -parallel. 

 

2.6  Post-processing 

 

Paraview is an open source visualization application with graphical interface and 

supplied with OpenFOAM®. Paraview is launched by the command paraFoam. Fig. 26 shows 

an overview of the graphical interface: 
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Figure 26 - Paraview interface. 

 

The properties panel is the most important once it contains the settings for mesh, fields 

and global controls for visualization. After generating a mesh, it is interesting to see how it 

looks like, and as an example if the boundary layers were created with the desired dimensions. 

The user can check the entire mesh or can selected only some patches. Besides that, Paraview 

can be used to make simulation animations. In the time section (toolbars), the user can check 

the state of a simulation at a specific time. Individual fields, like pressure and velocity can be 

observed and analysed. The camera settings allow user to have different visions of the 

geometry/mesh, by selecting the desired view plane, and besides that, using the mouse pad it is 

possible to rotate the geometry along 360 degrees and zoom it. Much more features are 

available with this view application, for instance change colours and transparency, make slices, 

etc...  

Additionally, ParaView provides several ways to represent data, as shown in Fig. 27. 
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Figure 27 - Modes of presentation with Paraview [49]. 

 

Another interesting feature in Paraview is that it is possible to plot the streamlines of a 

vector field. A streamline is a curve through space that at every point is tangent to the vector 

field. It represents the path a weightless particle will take through the vector field [49]. Fig. 28 

shows an example of streamlines. 

 

 

Figure 28 - Example of streamlines in Paraview [49] 
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3. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
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This chapter begins with the description of the methodology used to build the geometry 

files of spherical particles randomly distributed in a region of the flow domain. Additionally, 

the formulation of two newly implemented boundary conditions, one to impose the angular 

velocity on the fixed body sphere and the other to extrapolate the extra-stress tensor components 

to the walls, will be described. Finally, the methodologies employed to compute the drag 

coefficient on the spheres and to compute the mean fluid velocity employed to normalize the 

drag force are presented.  

 

3.1  Spherical particles surface tessellation 

 

A Python script was created to automatically build the geometry file to be used on the 

simulations. The created file follows the STL format, which comprises the spheres surfaces, 

built as a set of triangles. The structure of an ascii STL file [50] is shown in Fig. 29. 

 

 

Figure 29 - Structure of an ascii STL file. 
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where (Nx, Ny, Nz) is a normal vector to the triangle of vertices (X1, Y1, Z1), (X2, Y2, Z2) 

and (X3, Y3, Z3). The geometry is made by solids which are formed by closed triangulated 

surfaces. The sphere triangulation illustrated in Fig. 30 (b) was the one employed for the STL 

file generation. The Python script was parametrized in two directions, α and β, which are 

divided, respectively, by nα and nβ slices (see Fig. 30(a)), to allow the employment of different 

surface refinements. 

 

 

Figure 30 – (a) Spherical coordinates system (b) scheme of spheres triangulation. 

 

With the selected number of divisions, the sphere surface was assumed to be comprised 

by nα slices, similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 30 (b). Defined in this way, each slice is 

composed by two triangles, close to the top (T) and bottom (B) poles, and a set of quadrilaterals 

between them. For each slice, and assuming that the sphere centre is at the origin, the 

coordinates of the points T and B can be obtained by just adding and subtracting the sphere 

radius (d/2). In case of the quadrilateral shown in Fig. 30 (b), the four vertices coordinates are 

given by: 

 

x1=d/2*cos(β)*.cos(α)  

y1=d/2*cos(β)*sin(α)  

z1=d/2*sin(β) 

x2=d/2*cos(β)*cos(α + dα) 

y2=d/2*cos(β)*sin(α + dα)  
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z2=d/2*sin(β) 

x3=d/2*cos(β + dβ)*cos(α) 

y3=d/2*cos(β + dβ)*sin(α) 

z3=d/2*sin(β + dβ) 

x4=d/2*cos(β + dβ)*cos(α + dα) 

y4=d/2*cos(β + dβ)*sin(α + dα) 

z4=d/2*sin(β + dβ) 

 

where dα=2/n and dβ=/n. Since the surface in the STL file must be comprised by triangles, 

each quadrilateral should be divided into two triangles, joining vertices {1, 2, 3} and {2, 4, 3}, 

as illustrated in Fig. 30 (b). For each triangle, the normal vector is the one that links the sphere 

center with its centroid, given by the 3 vertices mean point. The triangle surface slice was 

described by the two triangles comprising T and B vertices and the remaining that result from 

the quadrilaterals division. The process should be repeated for all the n slices. 

Using the above procedure all the spheres will be centered at the coordinate system 

origin. For the multiple spheres case studies, to locate the sphere at a different place, it is enough 

to shift all the generated vertices coordinates by the sphere center coordinates. 

On the multiple sphere case studies, it is mandatory to avoid the spheres superposition 

and the interception with the domain boundaries. This was accomplished by creating the 

random spheres centers in a sequential order, where each new center is validated just if its 

distance to all the existent sphere centers is greater than 1.1d and the distance between its center 

and walls is larger or equal than 0.6d. The sphere centers are generated until the required 

number of spheres is obtained, to achieve the desired particle volume fraction on the system.  

The Python script used to generate the STL files is provided in Appendix 2. 

 

3.2  Angular velocity on the sphere surface 

 

The spheres angular velocity was imposed as a boundary condition, where the angular 

momentum balance is given by: 

 

𝐼 ∗
𝑑𝛺

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑇 (36) 
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where T is the sphere torque, I is the sphere moment of inertia, Ω is the sphere angular velocity 

and t is the time. This balance equation can be applied to each cartesian axes. The torque value 

is computed as the cross product between the tangential drag force vector, FtD, and the lever 

arm (vector joining the sphere centre and the sphere surface faces), which is then integrated for 

all the sphere surface. The moment of inertia depends on the sphere radius and density [51], 

and it was calculated with the following equation: 

 

𝐼 =
8

15
∗ 𝑟ℎ𝑜 ∗ 𝑟5 ∗  𝜋 (37) 

 

where rho is the sphere density and r is its radius. Thus, using the inertia and torque values 

already computed and the angular velocity computed in the previous time-step (𝛺𝑝), Eq. 36 can 

be written in a way which is possible to directly impose the angular velocity at the sphere 

surface as  

 

𝛺 = (𝐼−1 ∗ 𝑇) ∗ 𝑑𝑡 +  𝛺𝑝 (38) 

 

The dictionary file used to impose the newly implemented boundary condition is shown 

in Fig. 31. As shown, the boundary condition requires the sphere centre coordinates, its moment 

of inertia and the fluid Newtonian viscosity. Additionally, the entry vectorOmega represents 

the initial sphere angular velocity. For all the tested problem, at the initial time the spheres were 

not rotating, so vectorOmega must be set as (0 0 0). The angular velocity reaches the steady 

state when 𝛺 reaches a constant value. 

 

 

Figure 31 - Dictionary file for the rotation calculation. 
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3.3  Drag coefficient on spheres surface 

 

The drag coefficient on the spheres surface was quantified for the Newtonian fluid as  

 

𝐶𝐷 =
2

𝜌𝑈𝐴2
∫ (𝝉𝒔 − 𝑝𝑰) . 𝒏 . 𝒙𝑑𝑆 (39) 

 

while for the viscoelastic fluid (OB), we added the polymeric stress contribution, as follows:   

 

𝐶𝐷 =
2

𝜌𝑈𝐴2
∫ (𝝉𝑷 + 𝝉𝒔 − 𝑝𝑰) . 𝒏 . 𝒙𝑑𝑆 (40) 

 

where I is the identity tensor, (τS) and (τP) are the solvent and polymeric contributions to the 

extra-stress tensor, respectively, n is the unit normal vector to the sphere surface S, x is the unit 

vector parallel to the flow direction, A is the projected area of the spheres and U is the mean 

flow velocity (see next section). In the Results section, this coefficient was normalized by 24/Re 

(Eq. 2), in order to quantify the difference for the drag of a single sphere sedimenting in a 

Newtonian fluid at low Re.  

 

 

3.4  Mean fluid velocity to calculate the drag coefficient 

 

To evaluate the drag coefficient of a single sphere, the mean fluid velocity which 

reaches the sphere surface is constant, but when we add neighbours, the fluid velocity through 

the spheres may vary, which means that we need to be able to quantify the specific mean fluid 

velocity for each spheres distribution. In this work, the methodology used to calculate the fluid 

mean velocity was undertaken with the following approach: knowing the spheres position and 

dimension, a simple program calculates the area of several cuts (see example in Fig. 32) along 

the geometry, and considers increments progressively lower (dx in Fig. 32 b)) until the area 
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value stabilizes, obtaining an exact estimate for the areas (more than 32000 cuts were made for 

each case) and, consequently, the velocities. The velocities are given multiplying the Inlet flow 

velocity by the ratio between the transversal section of domain by the cuts area.  

 

 

 

Figure 32 - Representation of a geometry cut plane, (a) perpendicular to the flow direction and (b) the scheme of cut 

increments with two different increments 
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4.  CASE STUDIES 
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This chapter describes the case studies employed in this work aiming to: (1) verify the 

newly implemented boundary condition, which allows to consider the sphere rotation, both for 

Newtonian and viscoelastic (OB) fluids, in shear flow; (2) quantify the drag coefficient for 

multiple rotating spheres on Poiseuille flow, both for Newtonian and viscoelastic fluids (OB), 

in an unbounded system. 

 

4.1  Geometries and meshes 

 

4.1.1 Single sphere 

 

The geometry of a single sphere in a rectangular box is shown in Fig. 33. A single sphere 

with diameter equal to 20 mm is placed in the centre of a parallelepiped that has the following 

dimensions: x direction, -150 mm to 150 mm; y and z directions, -40 mm to 40 mm.  

 

 

Figure 33 - Single sphere case geometry, including patches and vertices. 

 

The mesh was made in two steps. In the first step a base mesh is created with the 

blockMesh utility, where the parallelepiped is generated and divided in cells (see the mesh 
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generation files in appendix 3). In the second step, the mesh external to the sphere and inside 

the parallelepiped is made by using the snappyHexMesh utility. Notice that instead of the 

snappyHexMesh utility we could have used the cfMesh utility for the same purpose, but 

snappyHexMesh was the easiest way to implement cyclic boundary conditions in the multi 

sphere cases. To keep the choice constant, snappyHexMesh was also applied to the single sphere 

cases. The base mesh can be seen in Fig. 34. There are 30 cells in x direction, while in y and z 

directions there are 16 cells. 

 

 

Figure 34 - Base mesh for the shear flow of a single sphere. 

 

As mentioned above for the second step of the mesh creation the snappyHexMesh utility was 

used. For that, the snappyHexMeshDict file was prepared. Several refinement regions were 

created (Fig. 35 shows the refinement regions around the sphere), three of them in the sphere 

surrounding region (see Appendix 3), which is the place where high gradients of the flow 

variables are expected to occur.  

 

 

 

Figure 35 - Refinement regions representation for the shear flow of a single sphere 
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For the same reason the sphere surface was refined, and the subdictionary provided in the 

snappyHexMeshDict file is also shown in Appendix 3. The minimum and maximum surface 

refinement was set equal to five in a scale from one to six. Level five gives a good balance 

between cells number and refinement level. Regarding the sphere surrounding region, the levels 

of refinement varied between two and four, with level four applied closest to the sphere. 

Settings for snapping were left by default, while addLayersControls were changed in order to 

add six boundary layers near the sphere surface (see Fig. 36), with expansion ratio of 1.05 and 

the thickness of the final layer equal to half of the surrounding cells thickness. All the remaining 

settings were left by default.  

 

 

Figure 36 - Boundary layers representation near the sphere surface. 

 

4.1.2 Cluster of spheres 

 

The geometry of the multiple spheres which will be used in the drag studies was created 

by the python script described in Chapter 3, subsection 3.1. As described above the script output 

is an STL file which contain the geometric surface data of each sphere. Here, the number of 

spheres depends on the desired particle volume fraction to be simulated. Three different sphere 

volume fractions were considered (4%, 8% and 12%) in the undertaken studies and the sphere 

diameter is set equal to 10 mm. For each volume fraction, five random sphere configurations 

were generated to ensure statistical validity. (see the example of an 8% volume fraction 

configuration in Fig. 37). 
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Figure 37 - Multi sphere case geometry example with 8% of particle volume fraction. 

  

 

As in the single sphere case, blockMesh and snappyHexMesh were employed to generate a base 

and a final mesh. Inside the blockMeshDict file the vertices were defined as shown in Appendix 

4. In this study the block dimensions are the following: x direction, -500 mm to 500 mm; y and 

z directions, -20 mm to 20 mm. In spite of that, the spheres only are generated in a restricted 

zone that has the following dimensions: x direction, -100 mm to 100 mm; y and z directions, -

20 mm to 20 mm. This difference in x direction dimension is useful to avoid/dilute side effects 

of the flow channel Inlet/Outlet. In Fig. 37 it is possible to see the geometry and the patches. 

There is an imposed velocity in the Inlet and the fluid that leaves the channel through the Outlet 

does not enter again in the Inlet. The main mesh was again created using the 

snappyHexMeshDict file definitions but, in this case, we have to keep in mind that the 

computational effort is bigger due to the presence of several spheres. Hence, the refinement 

parameters slightly change, but similar to the single sphere case, all snappyHexMesh steps were 

activated. A refinement box surrounding the spheres region was created, for the same reason as 

stated above, which is related to the fact that this is a place where high gradients for all the 

fields are expected to occur. The spheres surface was also refined. The refinement settings are 

shown in Appendix 4. All the refinement levels are lower than the ones applied in the single 

sphere case study due to the computational effort required on these studies. Boundary layers 
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were generated both for Newtonian and viscoelastic cases and their settings are also shown in 

Appendix 4. 

 

4.2  Boundary conditions, fluid properties and discretization 

settings 

 

4.2.1 Sphere rotation boundary condition verification for Newtonian fluids  

 

The objective of the verification of the sphere rotation boundary condition for 

Newtonian fluids was to ensure that the viscoelastic drag model will include a successfully 

implemented rotation boundary condition. This verification was made for a shear flow that was 

imposed in the system by setting opposite velocities at the Top and Bottom walls (see Fig. 38, 

where u represents the walls velocity and ω the sphere angular velocity). At the sphere surface 

the angular velocity boundary condition (see Section 3.2) was applied. At all the remaining 

walls (Front, Back, Inlet and Outlet) null normal gradient was imposed for the velocity field. 

The sphere centre is the point with coordinates (0 0 0). Additionally, the sphere moment of 

inertia, defined in Eq. 37, is equal to 1.67 × 10−7kg/m2. Regarding the pressure field the 

boundary conditions are defined inside the p file. At the Top, Bottom, Front and Back walls 

and sphere surface the zeroGradient boundary condition was selected, while for Inlet and Outlet 

a uniform fixedValue boundary condition with value 0 was defined. The fluid properties are 

defined inside the transportProperties file (see Appendix 5). The fluid considered in this set of 

case studies was Newtonian with a specific gravity equal to 1000 kg/m3 and a fluid dynamic 

viscosity equal to 20 Pa.s, which means that the fluid kinematic viscosity is equal to 0.02 m2/s. 

In this case study the Reynolds number, determined by Eq. 41, was set equal to 2 (no creeping 

flow conditions).  

 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌 ∗ 𝑈 ∗ 𝑑

𝜇
=

1000 ∗ 2 ∗ 0.02

20
= 2 (41) 
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where U is the difference between Top and Bottom walls velocities, ρ is the fluid density, d is 

the sphere diameter and  𝜇 is the fluid dynamic viscosity. The study will be extended in the 

future for others Re. 

To begin the simulation the time-step parameters are mandatory to be defined in the controlDict 

file. For this case study, the time step of the simulation was set as 2 × 10−6 s with the initial 

instant at 0 s and the end of the simulation at 5s. Additionally, it is possible to define the 

application (solver) name, which eventually can be externally called by an execution script to 

begin the simulation. The discretization schemes are defined inside fvSchemes file (see 

Appendix 5). More details about these schemes can be found on www.openfoam.com [44]. 

After the numerical discretization of the governing equations the linear equations system is 

obtained, which should be solved to get the solution in each time-step. The solvers used for the 

linear equations system are defined in the fvSolution file, and for the case presented in this 

section are shown in Appendix 5. Again, more details about this topic can be found in 

www.openfoam.com [44]. Additionally, in this work, the Pressure Implicit with Splitting of 

Operator (PISO) algorithm [46] was used for the pressure-velocity calculation procedure of the 

Navier-Stokes equations. Finally, it is worth to say that the simulations were run in parallel with 

24 cores. The convergence was monitored by the value of the sphere angular velocity, assuming 

the convergence was attained when there was no change on the third decimal place of that 

quantity. 

 

 

Figure 38 - Shear flow of a single sphere. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operator_splitting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operator_splitting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier-Stokes_equations
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4.2.2 Drag coefficient of a cluster of spheres in Newtonian fluids. 

 

In these simulations, the purpose was to evaluate the impact of considering a cluster of 

spheres, instead of an isolated one, on the drag coefficient. For each particle volume fraction 

considered, 4%, 8% and 12%, five simulations with random particle positions were performed, 

and from the results obtained the mean drag coefficient was computed. All simulations were 

performed with the same settings, being the only difference in the geometry file (STL 

containing the spheres) used. In this set of case studies, the motion of the fluid is driven by an 

imposed velocity at the Inlet. The boundary conditions for U were defined as: at the Inlet an 

imposed velocity of 10 m/s perpendicular to the inlet plane, at the Outlet patch the null gradient 

boundary condition was applied, for the spheres surface either the no-slip boundary condition 

(where all velocity components are set to zero) or the angular velocity boundary condition were 

applied, and finally at the Front, Back, Top and Bottom patches the cyclic boundary condition 

was used, in order to mimic an unbounded domain for the spheres and in that way neglect the 

presence of walls in the computed drag coefficient. The velocity boundary conditions can be 

seen in Appendix 6. For the pressure field boundary conditions, at the Inlet and spheres surface 

the zeroGradient was imposed, while at the Outlet the uniform zero pressure was set (also 

shown in Appendix 6). Again, at the other patches the cyclic boundary condition was applied 

for the pressure field. For these simulations we considered creeping flow conditions, setting the 

Reynolds number equal to 0.1, as defined in Eq. 42.  

 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝑟ℎ𝑜 ∗ 𝑈 ∗ 𝑑

𝜇
=

20 ∗ 10 ∗ 0.01

20
= 0.1 (42) 

 

Similarly, to the case study of the shear flow of a single sphere surrounded by a 

Newtonian fluid, the time-steps parameters, the discretization schemes, the linear equations 

system solver and the parallel processing were defined with the same parameters in this new 

case study. The convergence was monitored by the value of the total drag force acting on all 

the spheres, assuming that the convergence was attained when there was no change on the third 

decimal place of that quantity. 
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4.2.3 Verification of the rotation boundary condition applied at the sphere surface 

surrounded by viscoelastic fluids 

 

 

This verification was also made for a shear flow like in the Newtonian case (see Fig. 

38). The shear flow of a single sphere surrounded by a viscoelastic fluid had the objective of 

quantifying the effect of De on the particle angular velocity.  The geometry used was already 

described in Section 4.1.1. In OpenFOAM the usually employed boundary condition for the 

stress tensor at the walls is a null gradient (zeroGradient) [52], which is first order accurate. In 

the simulations which involve viscoelastic fluids it is suitable to use an improved boundary 

condition for the extra-stress tensor at walls (both for the flow channel walls and the sphere 

surface), in order to increase the calculations accuracy, either for the angular velocity and the 

drag coefficient. Hence, instead of the first-order accurate zeroGradient boundary condition, it 

was applied a second-order accurate boundary condition, called extST, which means 

extrapolated stress tensor [53].  

Regarding the boundary conditions for velocity and pressure fields they are similar to the ones 

presented in Section 4.2.1. The viscoelasticProperties file contains the OB model [8] flow 

rheological properties like ρ (fluid density), µS (solvent viscosity), µP (polymer viscosity) and 

λ (fluid relaxation time) (see Appendix 7). In addition to Re (Eq. 42), in the viscoelastic 

simulations there is another dimensionless number which should be defined, known as Deborah 

number, given by: 

 

𝐷𝑒 = 𝜆 (
𝑈

𝐻
) (43) 

 

where 𝜆 is the fluid relaxation time, U is the absolute difference between the moving walls 

velocity and H is the channel height. The ratio (
𝑈

𝐻
) was kept constant in all cases and equal to 

250, thus to obtain different values for De (from 0.1 to 2) only the values of  𝜆 were adjusted.  
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4.2.4 Drag coefficient of clusters of spheres in viscoelastic fluids 

 

The main objective of this set simulations is to develop innovative drag models for 

viscoelastic flows. Also, as an objective, there is the comparison of the drag results of this case 

with the ones obtained for the Newtonian fluid, aiming to verify the effect of the fluid elasticity, 

given by De, on the forces integrated on the spheres surface. The geometry of this case is 

presented in Section 4.1.2. Four different De were tested with the above-mentioned OB model, 

and for each one, four different retardation ratios, defined as the ratio between µP and (µS+µP), 

were considered. The particle volume fractions were 4%, 8% and 12%. The studies were 

performed for creeping flow conditions, thus Re was set as 0.1 for all the runs but, in the future, 

they will be extended for a large range of Re. Cyclic boundary conditions, for pressure and 

velocity, were applied in four patches, Front, Back, Top and Bottom, to assure that the flow is 

unbounded on those directions. The inlet velocity was imposed and it is equal to 10 m/s normal 

to the Inlet plane (see Appendix 8). The spheres velocity boundary conditions include the sphere 

centre coordinates, its momentum of inertia and the solvent viscosity included in the OB model. 

p file is the same of the Newtonian multi particle case (see Appendix 6) and tau file is the same 

of the viscoelastic single particle case (see Appendix 7). The viscoelastic settings are shown in 

Appendix 8. In order to change De, the value of lambda (λ) must be changed according to Eq. 

43. The studied retardation ratios were 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 and De varied between 1 and 4. 

To change the retardation ratios, keeping constant Re, the values of µS, µP and ρ were changed. 

The fluid velocity (10 m/s), sphere diameter (10 mm) and solvent viscosity (20Pa.s) were kept 

constant for all the case studies. Re is defined in Eq. 42 and De is defined in Eq. 43. All the 

simulation settings are shown in Appendix 8. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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5.1 Particle rotation in a Newtonian fluid under shear flow 

 

Fig. 39 shows the result for the rotation of a sphere in a Newtonian fluid under shear 

flow. As we can see, the result is in agreement with theory [36], once the ratio between the 

angular velocity and the shear rate is approximately equal to 0.5. Circa 30000 iterations were 

needed until reach the convergence. 

 

 

Figure 39 - Convergence of the simulation that calculates the sphere rotation in a Newtonian fluid. 

. 

 

5.2  Particle rotation in a viscoelastic fluid under shear flow  

 

The rotation of a sphere under shear flow was studied in a viscoelastic fluid, similarly 

to what happened in the Newtonian case. The ratio between angular velocity and shear rate 

decreases with increasing De as shown in Fig. 40. Six different De were tested: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 

0.8, 1 and 2. These results indicate that the angular velocity of the sphere is much affected by 

the fluid elasticity, decreasing with it. These results are in agreement with the numerical 
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simulations performed by Snijkers et.al. [37], but there is an over prediction of the mentioned 

ratio regarding the experimental data [36] (as already predicted by Snijkers et al. [37]). Notice 

that the indicated experimental data suffered some scattering and the differences regarding the 

OpenFOAM® simulations done in this thesis are not very significant. The results also agree 

with the ones obtained by Goyal et.al [34]. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 40 - Sphere rotation in a viscoelastic fluid 

 

5.3  Drag of a cluster of spheres in a Newtonian flow 

Fig. 41 shows the results for the drag coefficient of a cluster of spheres in a Newtonian 

flow and the comparation of those results with the ones obtained by Hill et al. (HKL) [25]. The 

results represent the drag coefficient mean value of the five configurations generated (standard 

deviation less than 5%) and they show that the drag coefficient increases with the particle 

volume fraction. This means that the drag coefficient of a sphere is much affected by the 

presence of neighbours, increasing with. For particle volume fraction of 4%, the results 

compare very well literature, but with increasing volume fraction the difference becomes larger. 
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Figure 41 - Drag of a cluster of spheres in a Newtonian fluid. HKL refers to the results obtained in Hill et al. [25] 

 

 

 

5.4  Drag of a cluster of spheres in a viscoelastic OB flow 

 

In this section are presented some of the current drag results for the viscoelastic cases 

with clusters of spheres. In Fig. 42 and Fig. 43 it is possible to check the current state of 

simulations of two particle configurations with 4% particle volume fraction, De = 1 and 

retardation ratio of 0.25, and the same configurations but with De = 2, respectively. The 

calculated total drag force acting on the spheres is still increasing in both cases, but the case of 

De = 2 shows a higher variation, which can indicate that the drag will be significantly higher 

than in the case of De = 1. Fig. 44 and Fig. 45 show the results for the normalized tension in 

the x axis direction for one configuration of each above-mentioned case. Fig. 44 represents that 

tension in the case of De = 1, while Fig. 45 shows, for the same particle configuration, the 

tension profile but in the case of De = 2. Despite not being the final results, there are some 

evaluations that can be made. The case of De = 2 shows a slightly higher tension along the 

geometry than the case of De=1. These results indicate that the drag force acting on the spheres 

is influenced by the elasticity of the surrounding liquid, increasing with it. 
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Figure 42 - Convergence of the simulation regarding drag calculation of a cluster of spheres with 4% volume fraction, De=1  

 

 

 

 

Figure 43 - Convergence of the simulation regarding drag calculation of a cluster of spheres with 4% volume fraction, De=2 

and retardation ratio=0.25 
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Figure 44 - Normalized tau xx in the plane y=0. Simulation with De=1, viscosity ratio=0.25 and 4% particle volume fraction 
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Figure 45 - Normalized tau xx in the plane y=0. Simulation with De=2, viscosity ratio=0.25 and 4% particle volume fraction 

 

 

In Fig. 46 we can see the convergence of a case of 4% particle volume fraction, De=1 and 

retardation ratio of 0.75. This ratio also seems to influence the drag forces acting on the spheres, 

once the partial drag results show a substantially higher drag than the case of retardation ratio 

equal to 0.25. 
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Figure 46 - Convergence of the simulation regarding drag calculation of a cluster of spheres with 4% volume fraction, De=1 

and retardation ratio=0.75 

 

 

 

Fig. 47 shows the normalized tensions in a cut plane of the geometry for the case of 4% particle 

volume fraction, De=1 and retardation ratio equal to 0.75. Comparing Fig. 47 with Fig. 44, 

where the only difference is that ratio, it is possible to see that the spheres wake zone present 

higher levels of tension for the ratio of 0.75. 
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Figure 47 - Normalized tau xx in the plane y=0 with De=1, viscosity ratio=0.75 and 4% particle volume fraction 

 

 

 

In the next figures (Fig. 48, Fig. 49 and Fig. 50) there is the current state of the convergence for 

some simulations that are still running. As it is possible to see, the simulations are still far from 

the steady-state.  
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Figure 48 - Convergence of the simulation regarding drag calculation of a cluster of spheres with 12% volume fraction, 

De=1 and retardation ratio=0.75 

 

 

 

Figure 49 - Convergence of the simulation regarding drag calculation of a cluster of spheres with 8% volume fraction, De=2 

and retardation ratio=0.75 
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Figure 50 - Convergence of the simulation regarding drag calculation of a cluster of spheres with 8% volume fraction, De=1 

and retardation ratio=0.75 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
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The main purpose of this work was to study the drag of spherical particles embedded in 

viscoelastic fluids with the support of the OpenFOAM® computational library. This study 

aimed to contribute to the development of drag models for that kind of particles, appropriate 

for the development of Eulerian-Lagrangian approaches, where the continuous phase (fluid) 

and the dispersed phase (particles) are treated as Eulerian and Lagrangian, respectively. The 

developed geometry generator proved to be suitable to create geometries integrating spherical 

particles and the possibility to change the spheres surface refinement according to the problem 

of interest.  In the future, the drag models that will be created can integrate the spherical 

particles rotation, once the boundary condition used to calculate the angular velocity of a sphere 

under shear flow in Newtonian and viscoelastic media was implemented and verified against 

theoretical and experimental results. According to the performed numerical simulations, the 

rotation of a sphere on those flows decreased with the fluid elasticity, quantified by the 

dimensionless Deborah number. The drag studies carried out in this thesis indicate that for 

Newtonian fluids, the spheres drag coefficient increases with the particle volume fraction, 

which indicates that the drag forces acting on spheres are influenced by the presence of 

neighbour spheres, increasing with the spheres density. The current results for the drag forces 

acting on spheres embedded in viscoelastic fluids allow to conclude that the drag coefficient is 

much affected by the surrounding fluid elasticity and the fluid retardation ratio (for the Oldroyd-

B constitutive model), increasing with both.  

In this work it was also possible to verify that simulating high Deborah number flows 

is still a complicated task due to the computational costs involved. Even recurring to multiple 

processors, some simulations can take several weeks to reach convergence, so it is mandatory 

to have good computational resources. 

Regarding the open source computational library that was used to perform the numerical 

simulations (OpenFOAM®), it showed to be a suitable tool to make this kind of studies, with 

the advantage of being free. Using commercial software could have led to significant costs to 

obtain the same results. 
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7. FUTURE WORK  
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As a future work, the study on the drag forces acting on spherical particles will be 

extended for particle volume fractions up to 20%. Also, different Deborah numbers and 

retardation ratios will be tested. This will be useful for the development of drag models for 

particle suspensions in viscoelastic fluids. After all simulations have reach the convergence, the 

complete results will be analysed, which will be crucial to understand the most important 

phenomena occurring in viscoelastic flows and develop accurate drag models integrated in a 

Eulerian-Lagrangian solver, compatible with the OpenFOAM® computational library. 
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9. APPENDIX   
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9.1  Appendix 1 - Table provided in Hill et al. [25] 
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9.2  Appendix 2 - Python scrip to automatically build geometry files 

 

Python script 

##!/usr/bin/phyton 

import random as ra 

import math as mt 

ns=24 

d=0.01  

dfs=1.1 

dfw=0.55 

nps=100 

xbmin=-10*d 

xbmax=10*d 

ybmin=-2*d 

ybmax=2*d 

zbmin=-2*d 

zbmax=2*d 

class sphere: 

    x = [0.0]*ns 

    y = [0.0]*ns 

    z = [0.0]*ns 

  s=sphere() 

print(s) 

xbmin=xbmin+d*dfw 

xbmax=xbmax-d*dfw 

ybmin=ybmin+d*dfw 

ybmax=ybmax-d*dfw 

zbmin=zbmin+d*dfw 

zbmax=zbmax-d*dfw 

 

xt=s.x[0] 

minSDist=d*dfs 

for i in range(0,ns): 
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    tDist=0.0 

    while (tDist < minSDist): 

        x=ra.uniform(xbmin,xbmax) 

        y=ra.uniform(ybmin,ybmax) 

        z=ra.uniform(zbmin,zbmax) 

       

        tDist=minSDist 

        for j in range(0,i): 

            cDist= mt.sqrt( (x - s.x[j])**2.0 + (y - s.y[j])**2.0 +(z - s.z[j])**2.0) 

            tDist=min(tDist,cDist) 

    s.x[i]=x 

    s.y[i]=y 

    s.z[i]=z 

 

file = open("U", "w") 

file.write("/""*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*""\\""\n") 

file.write("| =========                 |                                                 |""\n") 

file.write("| \\\      /  F ield         | foam-extend: Open Source CFD                    |""\n") 

file.write("|  \\\    /   O peration     | Version:     3.0                                |""\n") 

file.write("|   \\\  /    A nd           | Web:         http://www.extend-project.de       |""\n") 

file.write("|    \\\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |""\n") 

file.write("\\""*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/""\n") 

file.write("FoamFile""\n") 

file.write("{""\n") 

file.write("    version     2.0;""\n") 

file.write("    format      ascii;""\n") 

file.write("    class       volVectorField;""\n") 

file.write("    object      U;""\n") 

file.write("}""\n") 

file.write("// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //""\n") 

file.write("\n") 

file.write("dimensions      [0 1 -1 0 0 0 0];""\n") 

file.write("\n") 

file.write("internalField   uniform (0 0 0);""\n") 
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file.write("\n") 

file.write("boundaryField  ""\n") 

file.write("{ ""\n") 

file.write("    Inlet ""\n") 

file.write("    { ""\n") 

file.write("       type            fixedValue; ""\n") 

file.write("       value           uniform (0 0 0); ""\n") 

file.write("    } ""\n") 

file.write("    Outlet ""\n") 

file.write("    { ""\n") 

file.write("       type            zeroGradient; ""\n") 

file.write("    } ""\n") 

file.write("    Bottom ""\n") 

file.write("    { ""\n") 

file.write("       type            cyclic; ""\n") 

file.write("    } ""\n") 

file.write("    Top ""\n") 

file.write("    { ""\n") 

file.write("       type            cyclic; ""\n") 

file.write("    } ""\n") 

file.write("    Front ""\n") 

file.write("    { ""\n") 

file.write("       type            cyclic; ""\n") 

file.write("    } ""\n") 

file.write("    Back ""\n") 

file.write("    { ""\n") 

file.write("       type            cyclic; ""\n") 

file.write("    } ""\n") 

 

for i in range(0,ns): 

    file.write(("sphere%i\n")%(i+1)) 

    file.write("     ""\n") 

    file.write("    { ""\n") 

    file.write("      type transientMomentToRotatingWallVelocitySalahV4;") 
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    file.write("     ""\n") 

    file.write("      origin (" + str(s.x[i]) + ' ' +  str(s.y[i]) + ' '  +  str(s.z[i]) +  ");") 

    file.write("     ""\n") 

    file.write("      etaS    20;") 

    file.write("     ""\n") 

    file.write("      inercia    1.67e-07;") 

    file.write("     ""\n") 

    file.write("      vectorOmega    (0 0 0);") 

    file.write("     ""\n") 

    file.write("      value   uniform (0 0 0);") 

    file.write("     ""\n") 

    file.write("    } ""\n") 

     

file.write("}")     

 

file.close() 

print ("DoneU!!") 

 

file = open("centerXCoordinates.txt", "w") 

for i in range(0, ns): 

     

    file.write(str(s.x[i])+"\n") 

file.close() 

    

file = open("centerYCoordinates.txt", "w") 

for i in range(0, ns): 

     

    file.write(str(s.y[i])+"\n") 

file.close() 

 

file = open("centerZCoordinates.txt", "w") 

for i in range(0, ns): 

    file.write(str(s.z[i])+"\n") 

file.close() 
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dalfa=2*mt.pi/nps 

file = open("testfile2.stl", "w")     

def ctriangle(x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,x3,y3,z3,cx,cy,cz): 

    xc=(x1+x2+x3)/3.0 

    yc=(y1+y2+y3)/3.0 

    zc=(z1+z2+z3)/3.0 

    file.write((" facet normal %e %e %e\n")%(xc,yc,zc)) 

    file.write("  outer loop\n") 

    file.write(("      vertex %e %e %e\n")%(x1+cx,y1+cy,z1+cz)) 

    file.write(("      vertex %e %e %e\n")%(x2+cx,y2+cy,z2+cz)) 

    file.write(("      vertex %e %e %e\n")%(x3+cx,y3+cy,z3+cz)) 

    file.write("   endloop\n") 

    file.write(" endfacet\n") 

 

for k in range (0,ns): 

    cx=s.x[k] 

    cy=s.y[k] 

    cz=s.z[k] 

    alfa=0.0 

    file.write(("solid sphere%i\n")%(k+1)) 

    for i in range(0, nps): 

         

        beta=((-mt.pi/2)+dalfa) 

     

        for j in range(1,mt.ceil(float(nps)/2.0)-1): 

    

             x1=d/2*mt.cos(beta)*mt.cos(alfa) 

             y1=d/2*mt.cos(beta)*mt.sin(alfa) 

             z1=d/2*mt.sin(beta) 

             x2=d/2*mt.cos(beta)*mt.cos(alfa+dalfa) 

             y2=d/2*mt.cos(beta)*mt.sin(alfa+dalfa) 

             z2=d/2*mt.sin(beta)  

             x3=d/2*mt.cos(beta+dalfa)*mt.cos(alfa) 
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             y3=d/2*mt.cos(beta+dalfa)*mt.sin(alfa) 

             z3=d/2*mt.sin(beta+dalfa) 

             x4=d/2*mt.cos(beta+dalfa)*mt.cos(alfa+dalfa) 

             y4=d/2*mt.cos(beta+dalfa)*mt.sin(alfa+dalfa) 

             z4=d/2*mt.sin(beta+dalfa) 

                 

                             

             ctriangle(x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, x3, y3, z3, cx, cy, cz) 

             ctriangle(x4, y4, z4, x2, y2, z2, x3, y3, z3, cx, cy, cz) 

     

             if j==1: 

                ctriangle(x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, 0.0, 0.0, -d/2, cx, cy, cz) 

             if j==mt.ceil(float(nps)/2.0)-2: 

                 

                ctriangle(x3, y3, z3, x4, y4, z4, 0.0, 0.0, d/2, cx, cy, cz)     

             

                 

 

             beta=beta+dalfa 

     

        alfa=alfa+dalfa 

      

    file.write(("endsolid sphere%i\n")%(k+1)) 

     

file.close() 

print ("DoneSTL!!") 

    #print("beta=",beta) 
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9.3  Appendix 3 - Single sphere case mesh generation files 

 

Vertex definition of the single sphere case: 

 

 

 

Block definition of the single sphere case: 

 

 

 

Patches definitions of the single sphere case: 

 

 

snappyHexMesh header settings for the single sphere case: 
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snappyHexMesh refinement regions for the single sphere case: 

 

 

 

Sphere surface refinement in snappyHexMeshDict: 
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9.4  Appendix 4 - Multi sphere cases mesh generation files 

 

blockMeshDict file: 

 

 

 

Block definition in the blockMeshdict file: 

 

 

 

snappyHexMesh header: 

 

 

 

Refinement settings: 
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Refinement surfaces for the Newtonian case: 

 

 

 

Refinement surfaces for the viscoelastic multi sphere cases: 

 

 

 

Boundary layers settings for the Newtonian case: 
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Boundary layers settings for the viscoelastic cases: 
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9.5  Appendix regarding boundary conditions, fluid properties and 

discretization settings 

9.5.1 Appendix 5 - Sphere rotation verification for Newtonian fluids 

 

Velocity boundary condition for the shear flow of a single sphere: 

 

 

 

Pressure boundary conditions for the shear flow of a single sphere: 

 

 

 

Fluid properties for the shear flow of a single sphere surrounded by a Newtonian fluid: 
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fvSchemes settings for the shear flow of a single sphere surrounded by a Newtonian fluid: 

 

 

 

fvSolution settings for the shear flow of a single sphere surrounded by a Newtonian fluid: 
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9.5.2 Appendix 6 - Drag coefficient of sphere clusters in Newtonian fluids 

 

Velocity boundary conditions for the Poiseuille flow of a cluster of spheres: 

  

 

 

Pressure boundary conditions for the Poiseuille flow of a cluster of spheres: 

 

 

 

Fluid properties for the Poiseuille flow of a cluster of spheres: 
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9.5.3 Appendix 7 -  Sphere rotation verification for viscoelastic fluids 

 

Stress boundary conditions for the shear flow of a single sphere: 

 

 

 

Viscoelastic parameters for the shear flow of a single sphere: 

 

 

 

9.5.4 Appendix 8 -  Drag coefficient of sphere clusters in viscoelastic fluids 

 

Patches velocity boundary conditions: 
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Example of a sphere velocity boundary condition: 

 

 

 

Example of a viscoelastic rheological setting: 

 

 

 

Simulation settings: 
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Pressure, velocity and tension solution settings: 
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